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Pre Coffee at home Heading to Café Bean Experience at Café Bean

7:00 AM. Tess wakes up.
 

Realizes she is out of
coffee and milk. 

Decides to go to Café Bean for
coffee.
 

Decides to go to Café Bean for
coffee.
 

8:00 AM. Steps inside of Café
Bean and waits in line.

Chats with the owner and
tastes a sample of a muffin. 

Places her order on her
smartphone. 

Arrive
her cu
waitin

Jetlagged and tired from her business trip
to Shanghai.

Oye! Her flight didn't get in until
eleven so she couldn't pick up groceries
for the next day! 

Tess has had coffee every morning since
she was in high school. 

 

Café Bean is a new café that sources in
season, direct trade beans. They also
have great selection of chia yogurt
parfaits, baked sweets and fresh fruit. She
checks on her phone to see if they are
open. 

Tess lives near Place de la Bastille in
Paris, but works outisde of the city. She
jumps in her car and drives to Café Bean
on the way to work. 

Café Bean prides itself on being a
progressive, customer friendly,
community space. 

Ali, the café owner talks to Tess about her
trip to Hong Kong. 

Tess is a Café Bean regular and loves how
they blend technology with the
experience (pun intended) :) 

She orders a coffee and yogurt parfait. 
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Journey maps visualize the experiences a user or customer  
has over time. Like a movie tells a story of an actor as a sequence  
of scenes, a journey map illustrates your persona’s experiences  
as a sequence of steps.

JOURNEY MAPS

1  STAGES

Stages give a map an outline, like:  
pre-service, service, post-service …

2  STEPS AND TITLES

Each journey consists of a sequence  
of steps (activities, touchpoints,  
micro-interactions, etc). 
Give each step a short title summarizing 
your persona’s experience and activity.

3  STORYBOARD

Real photos, screenshots, or other  visuals 
are helpful to tell your persona’s story. 
Plus: others can navigate the journey  
map more quickly and empathize with 
your persona.

4  TEXT LANE

Add additional information to describe 
your persona’s experience even further. 
You can add different lanes for needs, 
KPIs, thinking, ideas, improvements, key 
learnings, etc.

5  CHANNEL LANE

Icons help to illustrate the channels your 
persona uses or could use for each step. 
Who is responsible for each channel? 
What can you influence?

6  EMOTIONAL JOURNEY

This graph illustrates your persona’s 
satisfaction per step on a simple 5-point 
scale from –2 to +2.

7  DRAMATIC ARC

Use a dramatic arc to illustrate the  
rhythm of an experience. When is a 
persona relaxed and when excited? 
Each step is evaluated on a 5-point scale 
from 1 (low) to 5 (high).

8  ADD MORE PERSONAS

Add more personas to compare  
experiences of different customer  
groups, employees, etc.

BASIC STRUCTURE

±
Start out with the central point of your service.  
What happens before? What happens afterwards?

Cheat Sheet
Þ

As soon as you have the feeling that your 
map is finished, ask yourself the following 
questions: 

 ▶ Is the beginning really the beginning? 
 ▶ Is the end really the end? 
 ▶ Did I miss anything in between?

CLICK HERE TO OPEN 
this customer map in Smaply. k

https://app.smaply.com/share/journey_map/d99e9205ba9700d1f699bb137897261a07812a80be0365292afe93d58f3399b33aea5a58c56fb677a0a9840152ce4673fa1bfcccb398f69bba13b39adad1f8aa

